
Mobile armored vehicle 
CAYMAN



Frontier security

Patrolling and convoy 
security

Carrying out of intelligence 
and sabotage operations

Carrying out of 
peacekeeping and police 

operations

Is designed for

Carrying out actions in 
emergence conditions



Characteristics

Type of hull
Carrying, armored, provides protection 

against small arms fire
Crew, persons 6
Overall dimensions, mm
length
width
height of the roof (without weapons)

6000
2820
2070

Wheel track, mm 2400
Wheel base, mm 3100
Road clearance(at full-load), mm 500
Loaded weight, kg, no more than 7000±3%
Maximum speed on highway, km/h 110
Maximum speed on the float, km/h 7
Endurance distance on highway, km 900
Engine type diesel D-245.30Е2

(it is possible to install electronic system of fuel 
delivery control with power increase and torque 
at a little more than idle speed of crank drive of 

the engine up to 10 %)

Maximum torque at 1500 rpm, Nm 526

Pre-starting heating system of the 
engine

Heating plug with control unit «Iskra»

Transmission Mechanical

Gearbox 5-speed enforced SAAZ-4334М3

Synchro units on manual transmission On II, III, IV and V steps

Suspender Independent, torsional (BTR-60 type)

Clutch linkage Hydraulic with pneumatic booster 

Parking brake
Drum type, installed on input shaft of 

the reducing unit of the front axle
Heat radiators of cooling system 
(up to +50°С)

Tube with finned tubes, aluminum. 
«Taspo»

Ventilator FAN ϕ 660/10 BLADES
Landing hatches (lateral) There are

Hydrojet propulsion kit
Two hydrojet propulsion kits with 

mechanical drive from power takeoff 
device (gearbox)

Hoisting gear Electro hydraulic

Tires KI-80

Communication means Radio station R-173М

Armament 
7.62 mm heavy machine gun

30 mm grenade launcher AG-17

Controlling system

On-board information and control 
system: improvements in control of 

functioning of item units functioning, 
improvements in functioning and 

human engineering characteristics of 
working places of the crew; navigation 

system
Video surveillance system 4 video cameras, video monitor



Hull of the vehicle

The hull of the vehicle is weld-fabricated. It is composed of armored plates and bullet-proof
glasses in the front part of the vehicle and in lateral landing hatches (glass protection class
5 according to GOST R 51136-2008 (АКМ 7.62 mm), glass thickness 46 mm). The hull is
hermetically sealed, allowing to cross floating water obstacles due to hydro jet propulsion kit:
two water propellers with mechanical drive from power takeoff device of the gearbox.
Maximum floating speed – 7 km/h.



Diesel engine 

D245.30Е2 diesel engine with power of 155 h.p. and 5-speed enforced gearbox SAAZ 4334М3
(SAAZ AMO ZIL, Russian Federation) allows reaching speed of 110 km/h. Minimal fuel rate
is 25…30 liters for 100 km; maximum endurance distance on roads with improved surface is 900 km
and around 450 km over cross-country terrain.



Running gear

Running gear: all-wheel drive (4х4), high torque of the engine (526 Nm), independent torsional 
levered suspension (BTR-60 type) and central tire inflation system allows moving stable over 
cross-country terrain. Road clearance at full load is 500 mm.



Operation and usability

Installation of a block of radiators of cooling system produced by company «Taspo» (Republic 
of Belarus) allows vehicle operation at environment temperatures up to +50 °С. State-of-the-
art instruments and sensors of domestic production allow controlling parameters of all 
systems of diesel engine functioning. There is possibility for installing on-board information 
and controlling system (produced by ICT «Gorizont», Republic of Belarus), which improves 
possibilities for vehicle units operation, increasing functioning and human engineering 
characteristics of crew working places; it has in-built navigation system. 

Vehicle is equipped with light signals for moving on public roads,  rear view cameras, 
additional light equipment. 

Vehicle is equipped with hoisting gear with hydraulic drive and electric remote control for 
crossing cross-country terrain and wetland. 

Communication means: base small radio station R-173М, there is possibility for «Barrett»
radio station installation.



Armament
On the roof there is located a racer applied on armored personnel carriers on which rotating platform
is installed equipped with two swing hatches and brackets armament mounting: 7.62 mm heavy
machine gun PKMS, 30 mm grenade launcher AG-17.
The presence of such racer makes it possible to install of BTR turret with coupled machine guns KPVT
14.5mm and PKT 7.62mm.
On the right and left sides of the vehicle there are placed six launchers for system of remote smoke-
screen laying 902V «Tucha».



Possibility for modernization

On customer requirement there is a possibility for item modernization, including armament 
type change, firing ports and filtering unit installation, air conditioning installation, 
replacement of means of communication etc. 

12.7 mm machinegun ATGM «Shershen» 7.62 mm machinegun
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